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An extremely sophisticated, contemporary classic: Idea brings form to beauty following your taste, and makes the 
electrical system another way of expressing your style. Through the rigorous lines of the Classica cover plate or the softer 
forms of Rondò, to match with anthracite grey or white buttons. Idea offers you the greatest freedom of design choice: 
more than two hundred functions to manage every room in the home, many colours and four different materials to mix 
and match as you please. To manage energy under the sign of exclusive elegance.

As many solutions as there are ideas.



two design
the rigour of ClassiCa and
the Curves of rondò, 
take your piCk.
There are those who love square lines and those who 
prefer softer shapes: with Idea, everyone is free to choose 
their own style. Two different shapes of cover plate and 
two colours for buttons and controls, in elegant anthracite 
grey or delicate white.
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idea Classica.
The rigorous design of the Classica plate, with anthracite grey devices.

idea Rondò.
The soft design of the Rondò cover plate, with white devices.

ToTAl look



Big Choise
Buttons and Controls to suit any 
installation requirement.

Free to compose your own lighting device: great modularity 
allows you to find the perfect solution for every setting. 
And choose the control technology you prefer for your 
own practicality and comfort.
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infrared management.
To operate lights and automations
with the utmost precision
with infrareds operated
from the remote control,
the best in comfort.

Modular controls.
Every space and every function has its 
own ideal control. From the minimal 
space for one module to a maximum of 
three for buttons.

Automatic switch.
Switches on the lights as you 
walk by. And keeps them on for 
just as long as you wish. 
To save energy and move freely.

Functions where and how you want.
Door opener, lights, roller shutters: the controls you 
need are always to hand, framed by and elegant 
cover plate. With or without symbols that explain 
their function, they respond to any installation need.

CoNTRolS



right Light
they mark, indiCate and illuminate 
every moment of the day.

Soft lighting, bright lights, marker and emergency 
lighting, with Idea everyday actions are lit up  impeccably. 
You can go from day to night, whenever and however 
you want, adjusting the intensity with simple and 
immediate gestures.
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TORCIA, hand lamp.
Ready immediately in the event of a blackout. 
It comes on automatically, lights your way in the dark, 
take it out and use it where you need. When the 
power comes back on, put it back in its place or in 
any other socket.

Warning lights.
They tell you if the entrance gate 
is open or closed, if the garage 
light is on or off. All it takes is a 
glance.

Modular lights.
lED lighting, ideal for lighting where 
you need: along a corridor or a 
staircase. You won’t put a foot wrong!

emergency light.
If the power goes off, it comes on immediately. 
But if you prefer, you can use the version to install 
as a step light.

lIGHT



sweet AtMospheRe
eaCh to his own Climate,
in an instant.

Relax and a perfect temperature for every environment, 
quickly, just by typing in the four digits on the Idea timer-
thermostat, as easy as a the simplest mobile phone. 
From your wake-up call until bedtime, spend your whole 
day in total well-being. 



sweet AtMospheRe
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thermostat.
To maintain the required temperature, 
in winter and in summer.  It’s as simple 
as you think.

time delay switch for
stair lights.
Set the amount of time the lights 
stay on for after you pass by. 
So you don’t waste energy, and 
keep on saving.

Clock radio.
No batteries to change, no wires 
on the nightstand. Just a soft 
bip-bip and the day starts in the 
most comfortable way.

Timer-thermostat.
As many different climates as there are rooms to 
control. With the programmable timer-thermostat for 
heating and conditioning. Just type in 4 digits, like a 
simple mobile phone.

ComFoRT



eAsy life
all the safety features you need 
to live peaCefully.

No thoughts or worries about your home and its 
occupants. Everything is protected by the anti-intrusion 
system and the Idea technical alarms. Whatever the 
anomaly, it warns and blocks in an instant, making you 
feel safe.
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interlocked socket.
To protect you from the hazard
of an electric shock, in the 
bathroom and the kitchen. 

socket with siCURy system.
A Vimar patent that guarantees 
top security for all the Idea sockets. 

Gas detector.
Immediately detects a methane or lPG leak. It gives 
off an acoustic and visual message to warn of the 
hazard. It instantly blocks the gas supply. If you are not 
at home, it launches a telephone alarm.

digital keypad.
Enter your personal code to 
switch on, off or partialise the 
anti-intrusion system.

SAFETY



UniveRsAL language
soCkets and deviCes that 
CommuniCate Beyond Borders.

In contact with the world, any time, using the most 
advanced reception standards. Idea guarantees a sure, 
fast and high-performing dialogue and universal 
compatibility. Communication is ideal, the field
of installation incredibly vast. 



UniveRsAL language
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Universal systems.
Wherever you are there’s a socket to suit you. 
Energy overcomes all boundaries, travelling inside safe, 
efficient systems that are functional to your living needs. 
All dressed up in an unmistakeable style: the one made 
in Italy.

Foreign standards.
The best Italian design serving
foreign-standard controls and sockets.

tv-Rd-sAt socket.
To receive audio, video, digital 
and satellite signals from around 
the world.  and stay connected, 
always.

Freedom of installation.
Flush, surface or table mounting, 
in consumer units or panels. 
modularity that adapts to any 
space.

INTERNATIoNAl



distinguishing MARk
a touCh of Class, for a unique,
inimitaBle look.

laser-screen printed customised cover plates. 
Controls with symbols or writing to describe their 
function, chosen from the Vimar library or bespoke, and 
all can be backlit. Details that underline personality and 
a precise idea of beauty.
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Freedom of choice.
laser engraving, indelible and timeless, 
with the highest definition. Idea moulds to 
suit your taste.

Backlighting.
With neon or fluorescent signalling units, each button can be backlit to 
enhance its function immediately, even in the dark.

Customised service.
Hotels, health facilities, businesses: every professional 
activity can have cover plates marked with its own 
logo, with the tailor-made laser engraving service. 
For rocker switches, infrared or buttons with various 
types of modularity. A small detail to underline your 
own character.

Library of symbols.
A range of icons with elegant 
lines that add character to 
the buttons and make the 
use of the controls even 
more immediate.

Two different button sizes, with or without symbols, all back-lit 
to customise your system even better.

CUSTomIZATIoN



By-me manages every room 
in the home intelligently and 
simply.

hoMe automation

Idea dresses in By-me, the Vimar home automation 
system, a user-friendly technology that manages lighting, 
automation systems, temperature, safety and energy 
savings in a coordinated manner, even remotely. 
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BY-mE

Control. 
monitor your entire home 
at the touch of a button.

Security and safety. 
monitor your burglar alarm
system and other alarms.

Comfort.
Customized temperature and
lighting management in every room.

Energy saving. 
monitoring of consumptions 
and energy management.

Communication. 
Web interface for remote control via mobile phone, 
smartphone and tablet.

By-me system. 
Simple and intuitive control of all functions 
via the control panel.



An elegant welcome.
Video entry panels in two 
solutions: stainless steel or bronze, 
both brushed and shiny.

digital keypad.
For a total protection against the 
undesired intrusions.

Remote communication.
The Vimar application allows you to edit and 
control functions from your PC, tablet and 
mobile phone.

Communication.
The control unit, the heart of the system, allows different functions to 
communication between each other. With By-me you can manage 
scenes, intrusion detection, climate, energy savings and video entry, 
immediately, intuitively and above all very easily.
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BY-mE

scene activation.
lights, climate and automation 
systems are all activated at the 
touch of one single button.

energy saving.
manages all the connected charges, 
avoiding black outs and excessive 
consumption: this way savings are 
guaranteed.

Control and energy saving.
The sophisticated colour touch screen allows you to easily 
supervise the whole of your home automation system. 
Simply touch the display to quickly and easily surf through 
the whole house.

thermostat.
To adjust the room temperature in 
a simply way avoiding the wastes.



BUiLding automation
the By-Com system Controls 
and Coordinates all aCtivities in 
hotels and offiCes.

Every building has its own specific characteristics 
and needs, and for this reason Vimar has developed 
By-com, a complete automation systems to increase 
the performance, comfort  and energy savings of 
hotels, offices, businesses and 
commercial activities.
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BY-Com

Language.
kNX standard: the most 
secure connection for 
interfacing all functions.

For offices.
A secure and intelligent 
system that allows constant 
communication among all the 
devices.

For hotels.
Comprehensive, effective 
and optimised manage-
ment that ensures 
impeccable service.

software.
Well-contact Suite: five software versions 
dedicated to system monitoring.
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BY-Com

Transponder reader.
Allows access to the premises 
only by cleared personnel: by 
identifying the transponder card.

iR detector.
Activates a signal when a person 
passes by.

Reliability and safety.
With Well-contact Plus you can count on fully reliable transit 
control: all entrances and exits are monitored and supervision 
of rooms is simple and immediate.

For offices

Controls.
Up to 4 different and independent
buttons to manage four different 
functions. 
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BY-Com

Reader with vertical pocket.
Activated by inserting the card, it 
controls loads, lights, roller shutters, 
scenes and the temperature of the 
room.

Controls.
multifunctional, enable various 
operations to be controlled from a 
single device. 

Thermostat.
Controls room temperature to 
assure made-to-measure comfort.
Status can be managed and 
supervised from reception.

For hotels

Management and supervision.
With Well-contact Plus all the services in the rooms are under control: 
when the customer enters the lights are already on and the 
temperature is ideal.



thermostat.
To regulate and keep the
temperature constantly under
control from one room to another.

transponder reader.
The 4 lEDs indicate access status, 
presence of the customer or personnel 
and any emergency calls.

Local touch screen.
Allows instant and user-friendly 
monitoring of the individual room.

language

Interoperability.
With Well-contact Plus control is complete: automation, entry, 
HVAC and energy saving are managed by a single system 
developed to the kNX standard.



office

Client office

Client
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BY-Com

Basic

Top

Software

Dedicated to offices and business 
structures, it enables the functions 
of a potentially limitless number of 
rooms to be managed from one 
station. With 7 password levels, 
control can be targeted and secure.

office application licence, permits 
access to the program from multiple 
stations.

To manage a hotel with up to 50 
rooms from a single station.

The 5 password levels guarantee 
secure supervision of the entire 

system. And checking arrivals and 
departures is easy with the planner

Basic and Top application licence, 
enables the system to be managed 

from multiple stations.

To control large hotels with a 
potentially limitless number of 

rooms and stations. This application 
has 7 password levels and allows 

the planner to be used for 
supervising arrivals and departures.



MAteriAls & colours
Many colours to Match to your 
favourite cover plate.

A wide selection, of materials first and foremost: wood, 
metal, silk, technopolymer, all available in various 
colours. Plates with warm and classic colours,
with sophisticated hues and bright shades
to match with anthracite grey or white buttons.
With the greatest freedom of design choice.
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metal

Silk

Solid wood

Technopolymer

mATERIAlS



 

  

metal

01 White 07 Forest green05 Amaranth 08 Sage green

22 metallized  bronze

10 Ivory

24 metallized titanium

12 Cobalt blue

23 metallized  anthracite

11 Black

25 metallized bordeaux

21 metallized silver

28 Iridescent euro blue26 metallized powder blue 29 Iridescent petroleum27 Iridescent  champagne
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41 Walnut briar36 Chrome

46 Slate grey

37 Antique brass

ColoURS

31 Black chrome 33 matt gold32 Polished gold 34 Brushed nickel

42 Cherry briar



Solid wood

55 Walnut 56 Wengé53 Cherry

57 Teak

51 maple

58 mahogany
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Silk

ColoURS

07 Red01 White

13 Green

02 Granite white

15 Graphite

04 Idea  white

16 Black10 Blue



Technopolymer

10 Sapphire  blue

07 Ruby red01 Bright  white 02 Granite  white 04 Idea  white

13 Emerald  green 15 Graphite  grey 16 Black
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43 makoré 44 Rosewood 47 Satin  black

48 Satin  grey

40 Briar

ColoURS
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